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‘Tis The Season To Be Jolly!
What could be More Merry than Santa’s Sleigh?
Well …. without His Dexterous Reindeer, Old Saint Nick’s
mode of transportation would not get very far.
So today, Santa’s Reindeer Company would like to share
a Few Fun Facts about this Festive Animal Species.

Reindeer or Caribou?
In Europe, they’re known as Reindeer. In North America,
the term Reindeer is used for Eurasian populations, while
the name Caribou refers to wild populations found in the
country. However, both Reindeer and Caribou are
classified as the same genus and species, rangifer
tarandus. So, for the purpose of simplicity and sticking
with the holiday theme, we’ll call them Santa’s Reindeer
for the rest of this discussion.

Males AND Females Grow Antlers…
Male antlers may grow Twice as Long as their Female
counterparts; still, Reindeer are the only deer species to
practice gender equality when it comes to their most
memorable characteristic. Males begin to grow antlers in
February and females start in May. Both stop growing
around the same time, but a male’s antlers typically drop
off in November, while a Female’s remain through winter
until their calves are born in spring. If you’re following this
logic, our good pal Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer was
Most Likely a Female, because she was Rocking Her
Antlers on Christmas Eve.
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Hard Antlers Start Out Soft and Fuzzy…
Since antlers fall off and grow back every year, a Reindeer
is said to be in “Velvet” while the new pair of antlers grow.
After the Velvet dries up, the Reindeer unveils its hard
antler cores by rubbing its deciduous horns against a rock
or tree. Ta-da!

Reindeer Calves are Quick Learners…
Newborns are Able to Stand One Hour After Birth, and
they Can Outrun Humans when they reach One Day Old.
Calves are also weaned from their mothers as early as
one to six months of age. Antlers sprout @ 8 weeks . . . .

They have Hairy Feet…
Reindeer are built for Subzero Temps, so they’re Covered
in Hair from the tip of their Nose to the Bottom of their
Feet. The hair on their hooves provides an excellent grip
when trekking over frozen landscapes and rooftops. Thus,
the Hairy Hooves of Reindeer have adapted into
snowshoes for these Special Animals.

Reindeer Hooves are Anatomically Noisy…
“Up On The Housetop” and other Holiday Jingles often
imply that the “Click, Click, Click” we hear upon Santa’s
arrival is the result of his Reindeer’s stampeding feet. In
fact, many hoofed animals make loud noises when their
feet meet hard surfaces, But Not Reindeer… The metallic
sound of Reindeer hooves is actually due to tendons
slipping over their foot bones as they walk. See if you can
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hear the “Click, Click, Click today …. Or when they come to your rooftop.

They Love Crowds…
… of other Reindeer, of course. Since they are social
animals, Reindeer live in herds of 10 to Several Hundred.
So . . . Santa was somewhat limiting his holiday herd by
having only nine reindeer. Imagine the horsepower his
sleigh would have if his herd included 100 fancifully
named members!

Reindeer are Good Swimmers…
Santa’s Exclusive Herd is Capable of Flying…but the rest
of the species is not. However, since Reindeer migrate to
follow their food supply and avoid harsh conditions,
chances are they come into contact with water. Luckily,
Reindeer use their wide, two-toed hooves like paddles that
push water and allow these mammals to swim from four to
six miles per hour.

Their Eyes Change Color in Winter...
To adapt to the varying levels of light in their habitat, part
of a Reindeer’s Eye Changes Color and increases their
vision sensitivity. The layer of tissue behind the retina that
reflects light (tapetum lucidum) turns blue during winter
and allows reindeer to see slightly more of their
surroundings, even if what they can see is not that sharp
or in focus. This seasonal trade-off has its advantages . . .
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it improves a reindeer’s ability to find landing zones.

Like Humans, Reindeer “Wear” Layers…
A Reindeer has Two Coat Layers: The Undercoat is made
of Soft, Fine Wool that grows next to the skin, and the Top
Layer consists of Long, Hollow Guard Hairs. Similar to a
hollow-fill winter jacket worn by humans, the stiff top layer
insulates the animal and keeps it warm against the wind
and cold. These Hollow Hairs also help Reindeer Float in
Water & FLY in the Air …. In other words, reindeer have
incredible fashion sense.

Our Herd after the Molt with Velvet

Santa in Our Sleigh
At the Photo Workshop

Our Curious Sprinkles

We hope you have found these Reindeer Facts
Interesting and Informative.
Please feel free to ask our Team any questions you might have…
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Follow Us on FaceBook @ Santa’s Reindeer Company
Visit Santa’s Website www.santasreindeercompany.com

Call or Email to Get Additional Information on our Display Event Locations or
To Book Your Farm Tour to “Walk with Santa’s Reindeer”
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